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Core, thin section, and drilling cutting 
inventory records as well as core and drill 
cutting data can be accessed through the 
Premium Services function posted on the 
North Dakota Oil and Gas Division 
webpage.

Website: https://www.dmr.nd.gov/oilgas/



There are a few ways to access core information and data. If you know the NDIC and/or 
API well number for a well/core of interest, you can select the “Scout Ticket Data” option.



Next, enter in either the NDIC or API well number.



Alternatively, the core, drill cutting, and thin section inventory 
database can be searched through the “Core Search” function.



Through the “Core Search” function, the sample inventory can 
be searched.



Samples that meet the selected criteria will appear in a spreadsheet format as above. Users can then click on either the 
NDIC well number to bring up the Scout Ticket page for the given well or click on “ViewCore” to go to the Core Viewer.

Curious about the meaning of 
the various abbreviations?
Select ‘Code Definitions’ and 
manipulate drop-down for 
references



Once in the Scout Ticket page of a given well, 
scroll down to see the available samples for the 
given well.



Gross depth intervals with thin sections

Large Slab (LS) core intervals with formation assignments

Curator Set (CS) core intervals with formation assignments
Drill cutting sample intervals

Core, thin section, and drill cutting sample 
records are displayed at the bottom of each 
Scout Ticket page.



Always note that the Formation Tops listed on the 
Scout Ticket page do not always match the core, 
drill cutting, and thin section depth records. Core 
and drill cutting samples typically have to be depth 
adjusted/corrected to fit the wireline log depths. 
This depth correction is generally on the order of 
several feet or less but can exceed a 100+ ft. offset.

Formation tops picked by NDIC 
geologist using available wireline logs.

Sample depth intervals as 
reported by original operator.



Most available core and sample analyses are 
available within the well file, which can be 
accessed through the “Get Well File” tab. 



Most well files contain bookmarks 
for various forms and reports 
including core data usually listed 
under the heading of “Core.” 
Selecting the “Core” bookmark tab 
will bring you directly to the 
available core analysis. Please note 
that occasionally, not all core 
analysis data may be properly 
bookmarked.



Example of standard core analysis including core-plug 
porosity, permeability, grain density, oil and water 
saturation data. This is the most common core data.



Example of core gamma ray plot which is useful 
for making core to log depth adjustments.



Example of core gamma data.



The Premium Services page also links to the ND 
Oil and Gas Division Map Viewer. By selecting 
“Map This Well,” the location of the selected 
well will plot automatically on the GIS map 
viewer and show the location of the cored well.



The initial view of the well location will be 
relatively zoomed in (note scale of 60 ft. in 
bottom left corner). Click the zoom out button for 
a more “zoomed back” view of the well location.



Zooming out will eventually start to
display other near by well, as well as oil 
and gas field boundaries, section-
township-range location information.



Continuing to zoom out will eventually
show the entire state of North Dakota. 
Note that there are Map Layers that 
can be turned off and on.



The core analysis data available in the Scout Ticket well files is generally data that was collected by the original operator before 
the core was submitted to the state of North Dakota. For data generated on cores (and drill cuttings) after the core was submitted 
to the state of North Dakota, generally data not collected from the original operator, such core data can be accessed through the 
North Dakota Geological Survey webpage.



Most core analysis collected post core submission have been compiled into excel spreadsheets.
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